
Deeside Gliding Club Committee Meeting  

3rd April 2021 

 

Mark Recht, Brian Crouch, Stephen Whybrow, Tim Martin, David Innes, Roy Wilson, Fred Pell, Iain Macdonald, 

Steve Kenyon-Roberts, Graham Holloway 

 

Agenda 

1. Apologies 

2. Approval of previous meeting minutes and matters arising. 

3. Safety officer report and safety issues. 

4. Individual reports from Committee members 

5. Applications for membership 

6. Junior development report 

7. Restart of flying 

8. Flight Training Capacity 

9. Organisation of mid-week flying (volunteers, supervising instructors, BIs etc) 

10. AOB 

11. Date for next meeting 

 

 

1. Apologies 

None 

2. Matters Arising and New Actions 

Minutes of the meeting held on 13th February 2021 were approved. 

Fire Risk Assessment - Complete hangar assessment (cables and 

extinguishers). 
Roy 

Install internet (WiFi) at maintenance hangar – Progressing – see IT report Dave Ellis 

Woodburning Stove - Old woodburner has been refurbished and needs to be 

sold.  There is a piece behind the simulator shed to be retrieved. 
Brian/Gordon 

Retrieve Vehicles Radios - 2 x ground-ground radios to be bought for trucks.  

On hold until flying starts 

Mark 

On hold 

Additional Bank Account - On hold until Santander are full functioning Stephen 



Clubhouse roof tiles - Damaged tiles to get repaired when weather improves. 
Brian 

On hold 

Airfield Signage - Application is with Visit Scotland. Progress when they 

respond.  No response received. 
Tim 

Tail-Lifting Device - Liaise with Maciej. Can Marshall's fabricate? 

Copy design of 3D device? 
Stephen 

Relaunch Recruitment Initiative - Review previous notes + actions and move 

forward. 

Tim 

On Hold 

Discuss Currency Enforcement – see section 9.0.  Expectation is that people are 

held to BGA standards. 
Mark/David/Graham 

Aboyne Academy Bursary Scheme - Prepare video for this 
Iain 

On hold 

Landing Fees - Formally publish rules relating to landing fees on the website. Stephen/Mark 

Rubbish Removal - Organise removal of rubbish accumulating in hangars and 

around airfield – rubbish to be cut up and disposed at dump – progressing, more 

to do. 

Brian 

Silver Crew Bus - Arrange disposal 
Brian 

On hold 

LS4 Compass - Roy to fly LS4 and give opinion on compass. 
Roy 

On Hold  

Instructor Car - Sell instructor car Brian 

Members Handbook –  SKR to update text on Bar Licence Steve 

Ops Manual – Re 15.0 Re-circulate for comments, incorporate and issue,  David 

 

New Actions from 3rd April  

Electrics in the clubhouse – need fixing  ? 

Finalise data for 2020 accounts: Re 4.0  - get Glidex data into sage for 2020 

accounts. 

 Stephen 

Member Renewals: Re 5.0 - Contact the members that didn’t reply, see if they 

can be persuaded to rejoin 
 Tim 

Office: Re 7.0 - Tidy office to allow IT work to progress  ? 



Bar Licence:  Re 10.0 - Investigate what’s required to become a licensee.  Steve 

New Perkoz: Re 11.2 – send energy absorbing cushion material to Allstar  Roy 

Flight Training Capacity:  Re 14 – discuss proposed changes to training at 

instructors meeting 
 David/Steve 

Flight Training Capacity:  Re 14 – send note to members describing agreed  

changes to training after instructors meeting 
 Steve 

Mid week flying: Re 15.0 - Seek volunteers for mid-week, full week and evening 

flying at the instructors meeting 
 David/Mark 

Potholes: Re 16.0 -  Fix them  Stephen 

Trial Flight Customers:  Re 16.0 - Weigh trial flight customers as a matter of 

course.  Buy New scales with remote read-out  
 All 

Trial Flight Customers:  Re 16.0 - Buy New scales with remote read-out   ? 

 

  



3. Safety Officer Report 

Incidents  

27/03/21  Parachute donned with chest strap through D ring  

Cross-wind landing ground loop – awaiting details.  

Caravans  

Nothing to report . 

Vehicles  

Blue  jimney  still awaiting repair (water leak/overheating ) Going to put back on fleet and monitor. 

Red Jimney 4WD not working  

Silver van still has to be disposed. 

Instructor car disposal?   TBA  

Steven tried to fit Exhaust  to pick up truck unfortunately it’s the wrong one meant for van?        

Work now completed on gorse removal and drainage of road through Airfield. 

Covid  

Risk Assessment and covid 19 procedures updated for instructor flying restart  

Producing Risk assessment and guidance document for trial flight resumption. 

Guidance on travel now updated to stay local (i.e. travel within unitary authority.) 

Most likely scenario on April 26 will be return to amended level three which may still have significant restrictions.  

I am not aware of any further measures we would need to put in place, just need to making sure we keep up the 

good practice and distancing. 

Brian Crouch 

Safety Officer   



4.0 Treasurers Report 

 
Money is starting to trickle in from the few flights we’ve done and membership renewals. But we’ve had some 

big bills for the gorse removal and aircraft fuel. Total bank assets as of end of March 2021 were £144,000. 

Sales of trial flight vouchers appear to be picking up again. We now have 261 valid vouchers (£30,540 and 

778,000 feet of towing!). 

Have been working on getting the information for the 2020 accounts 

 

Discussion:  Still need to get data from Glidex into Sage.  Expect to be done in the next week. 

 

Action: Glidex data into sage for 2020 accounts.      Stephen W 

 

5.0 Membership and Publicity Report 

 

Changes since last meeting 

1. Colin Bannerman - Learn-to-Fly 

Prospective new members 

1. Kerry Ann Grant - Learn-to-Fly (FB asking whether club open for business) - follow up once instruction 

resumes 

2. Alasdair Sinton - Learn-to-Fly (Contact via office email) 

3. Steve Martin - Full member (Contact via office email). Got A & B certificates in 1984 as cadet. About to 

retire as a helicopter pilot. Knows Graham and Johan. Would hope to fly midweek. 

If we guarantee every student at least 2 weekend training slots (4 flights) a month, then over the summer we 

can support about 12 students (including learn-to-fly members). (Assuming 6 usable training slots per 

weekend, and 2 flights per slot). Any midweek training would be additional to this. 

In this case, we are close to capacity and should perhaps consider not accepting any new learn-to-fly (LtF) 

members for the time being, unless they can fly mid-week or we see training slots going unfilled at the 

weekend. 

Discussion:  proposal to limit LtF members for now accepted.  It was agreed that we’d consider mid-week 

only LtF members after the instructor meeting. 

  



Membership Status 

 

 Renewed Resigned No Reply Undecided Change Total 

Full 41 4 14 1 -4 56 

Junior 1 - 9 1 - 11 

Country 6 - 6 - - 12 

Other 1 1 3 - - 4 

TOTAL 48 4 29 2 -4 79 

 

Discussion:  Full members that have resigned are Sue Heard, Amy-Jo Randall, Ian Donnelly and John 

Dransfield all for reasons we understand.  The 14 full and 9 junior members that haven’t replied need to be 

followed up, persuaded if possible to rejoin.  Suspicion is that they haven’t because flying hasn’t restarted.   

 

Action:  Contact the members that didn’t reply, see if they can be persuaded to rejoin. Tim 

 

6.0 Technical Officer/Tugmaster Report  

 

Technical Officer 

Gliders 

All Gliders are serviceable except the Junior. 

The Junior maintenance has been allowed to lapse and remains on Ground Risks Insurance. An inspection of 

the aircraft in its trailer indicated that all is well. 

We have been advised that the revised delivery of the second Perkoz will be June 

Both the Junior and Puchacz have been advertised for sale. So far there has been very little interest. 

Next up on for maintenance is the LS4. 

Tugs 

KH starting problems continued to prove difficult to completely resolve but a method of starting reasonably 

reliably has been implemented. The gearbox has been identified as a probable cause of poor starting so the 

box will be sent for servicing week commencing 4th April and the aircraft available for towing the following 

weekend. During that time, the Robin will be available to tow or, if there is sufficient demand for heavy 

gliders, SD can be placed on flying risks. 

SD Annual/ARC work is now complete and signed off. 

BJ Annual/ARC is substantially complete 

 Tugmaster 

Kieran & Alistair met with Graham and Mark to discuss arrangements for the season and to renew their 
currency in gliders. 
Unfortunately, Graham will not be able to extend his CAA licence to Instruct tug pilots after this year 
which will create difficulties for us in the future. 
When COVID allows, Kieren and Alistair will commence their tugging training. 
 
Airspace 



The RAF has reduced the size of aTemporary Danger Area (TDA) relating to UAS activity which will become 

effective during September to the end of October this year. The area involved lies mostly around Lossiemouth 

Airbase so will have little or no impact upon us. Highland Gliding Club will be less affected effected as a result. 

The GAA has now called in the Inverness ACP decision to the Secretary of State for Transport. Not sure if 

involving Grant Shapps in the decision making will help or hinder! 

Other 

Alan Middleton has now received his Part-66L maintenance licence with Light aircraft approval, so he can now 

sign off the Pawnees and Robin maintenance. Achieving what should have been a simple process took 

considerable effort by Mark Recht to persuade the CAA that they had failed to understand their own process. 

The struggle continues to achieve the same for Mark Recht and myself. Mark has re submitted his paperwork 

in compliance with the standards recently communicated by the CAA. 

 

7.0 IT 

I have summarised the projects in three groups. 

 

Office Rack and Higher Capacity Switch 

The current eight port switch in the office is full. More ports are going to be needed to allow any other 

equipment (e.g. external wifi) to be added. The equipment (switch, router NAS etc) ideally needs to be located 

together in a small cabinet that would replace the filing drawers on the right hand desk. 

 

Comms cabinet floor mounted - 9U size 

24 port Ethernet PoE+ switch - I can obtain a lower cost (second hand) switch  

cable couplers 

bulk Cat5e cable 

Total £ 290 

 

Action:  Tidy up office to allow work to progress       ? 

 

Wifi to the Maintenance Hangar and East End 

The plan would be to place an external wifi transmitter on the south face of the club house and also the east 

side of the clubhouse. The south facing one would provide service to the maintenance hangar and general 

wifi coverage to the south. The transmitter on the east side would cover the east end launch point. 

 

There may be an option for extending coverage to the caravan park but the hardware cost to allow this is not 

included here.  

 

2 x Ubiquiti external wifi transmitters 

2 x Ubiquiti wifi receiver units 

bulk cable include above 

Total £ 315 

 

There will need to be an extra mains socket fitted in the maintenance hangar to connect the receiver but I 

don't have an estimate for this yet.  

Discussion:  the aim is to have wifi across the airfield, enabling digital logging and training records available 

at the launch point. 

 



Supplier Consolidation 

Currently we use three different suppliers for club IT services - Siteground for hosting, GoDaddy for domain 

name registration and Microsoft Office subscription and Zen for the broadband service. Given the issues with 

the recent Siteground changes we have the opportunity of consolidating all three services with Zen. 

 

I would expect the costs to be similar with all services coming from Zen as they are currently. The timing 

would be determined by when the existing contracts expire.  

 

 

8.0 CFI 

Continuing training of Instructors on Friday afternoon. Plus Sim practise. 

 

Negotiating with Colin Sword to delay the 'C'module at Portmoak for candidates to gain some dual time 

in the air. 

 

Revised BGA renewal requirements for Instructors due Covid.  All instructors need total of 6 hrs or 15 

launches. 

 

Five year Instructor renewal needed for two Instructors, to be arranged when back to flying. 

 

Examiners course for granting an SPL candidate a licence has been delayed by BGA. tbc. 

 

All but one instructor now completed 3 t/o & landings in 90 days over two weekends. 

 

 

9.0 Deputy CFI Report 

 

BGA 

Attended FI(s) Seminar over 3 evenings to catch up with BGA expectations esp of DTO ...and it ticks the 

"attend a seminar" box  

 

New AT section of Instructors manual issued at meeting and distributed -   

 

Attended GASCO meeting ...They were advocating several safety techniques already used in gliding such as 

TEM. Nothing novel. 

 

Licensing 

Held Tutorial Session on SPL, answering numerous emails on said subject.  

Gained assurance from BGA that Juniors could sit Bronze exam now, and any exam pass now would be valid 

for 2 years.  ... Ie Assuming they are trained, and pass the flying test could have SPL on their 16th Birthday  

 

Cloud Flying 

Very large training task for cloud flying rating, due to number of candidates interested, about 2 

candidates per day using one instructor if we do briefings flight training and test in one day , so provided 

groundschool during lockdown to help with backlog .  

 

This material will be not be on general release since Colin S has not been avaiable to discuss- He agrees there 

needs to be additions to BGA material for Wave - current material is really only for getting down safely, 

/thermals   



 

Winding down groundschool as we return to flying.  

 

Aerobatics.  

We ( dgc instructors) can sign off standard grade aerobatics , but no examiner is available for higher grades... 

They have one examiner at PMK (per Kate) but no availability due to family reasons.. And there would be a 

backlog of pmk members requiring flights when that person becomes available.  

 

Simulator 

Attempted per member request to make simulator capable of being remotely monitored (ie coaching via 

Zoom or equivalent.)  

First attempt at Wifi  worked technically but failed due to very  low frame rate- best was 1 fps- and large 

delays  

Second attempt using wired network has equally poor results , so one to one tuition required.   

 

Need to get dedicated instrument panel working again 

 

Bought new hard disk after failure of one- I had a clone already made so slotted that one in, now we have 2 

good disks and one which has failed but seems OK now,  

 

Shared remote tutoring material (ie using their PCs as simulators) with 2 members,  Task not yet done, waiting 

for them  

 

Trees 

Trees at east end for immediate felling re-marked/photographed   (original markings were still there 6 months 

later) 

 

Last minute reference letters for Keiron & Alastair for Ted Lys Award 

 

 

Safety  

Suggested changes to site safety plan- for pedestrian and vehicle access to RW27 undershoot area submitted  

 

We need to make sure that both club based gliders and visitors have up to date FLARM Firmware (and 

ideally correct /registered ident with OGN)  

Suggest part of visitor brief and we correlate with KTRAX, OGN 

      

Same for airspace/(+TP ) files for Navigation devices on club AC (plus visitors) 

 

 

Post solo progress 

Post-solos detailed progress card completed, laid out in similar format to BGA card.  

SPL syllabus under revision and not available - This form may need minor update to match- and integration 

with DTO record process.  

But in interim gives post solo pilots a list of  achievable goals etc , more detailed than existing card, so they 

know and can plan the tasks Sent out, no adverse comment so far 

 

Submitted progress card addressing Passenger Carrying, IFP and Instructor ratings for review by committee.  

 

 

Vehicles 

Discovered red truck (open bed) with no detectable water /antifreeze... No sign of leak, topped up over a few 

days  

 

 



Return to flying 

Repeated assessment of club pilots per experience over past 2 years. 

 

Personal 

Current again in Fox Tug, 2 seaters  and in TMG 

 

Official Observer 

Training undertaken and Application submitted.  

 

No date for Full Cat but may not  be needed soon..with SPL 

 

Applied for Flight Instructor Coach rating, attending Seminar in May. Invitation sent to Ruth, who has agreed 

to seek same rating. -She has the material and forms    

 

Did not address the Ops manual since the Cloud Flying material and "Thermals" presentations took far longer 

to prepare than planned  

 

Longer Term 

 

Instructor Meeting 

Need 2 meetings   

First for return to flying - ideally 10April, and specifically to discuss short term/quick fix operational 

changes derived from survey results.  Draft agenda circulated. 

 

Second meeting for DTO/SPL tasks/new syllabus, record keeping once DTO guidelines and SPL syllabus is 

finalised (no update of Syllabus release date as of 25 March)  

 

Morning Briefing guidelines  

Need to create morning briefing guidelines, partially cribbed from Jakub, so that instructors could prepare 

briefings from home the night before.. 

 

Need meeting for Impact and Repercussions of the AAIB accident report SB5, Skelling farm, possible revise 

visitor guidelines 

 

Even longer term 

Need to discuss the role of the Grob within the club training program. 

 

Coordinate making  all briefings on line .. 

 

 

10.0 Secretary Report  

 

Parachutes 

• One of the SK94’s re-packed in reclycled K7 pack.  Other SK94, awaiting re-pack – retrieved the K7 pilot 

chute from David, still to be sent to Thomas Sports.   

• Spoke to Chris Thomas – he confirmed that chutes packed in summer ‘20 are good to end of this year. 

(confirm that we hold-off re-pack?) 

• Need to check heater in chute cupboard – last check it looked like it wasn’t working. 

 



Training Capacity/Survey 

3 meetings of subcommittee held.  Recommendations/conclusions circulated to committee.  Next step is 

present results to instructors meeting (10th April), then roll out to members before 26th April.   

 

See section 15 for a summary of conclusions. 

 

Bar 

• Finally got a response from the licencing officer regarding return of licence docs.  Apparently they should 

have been e-mailed last march (2020), they couldn’t confirm that had been –“perhaps they expected to be 

able to get hard-copy out soon after”.  We were caught out by covid confusion.  No explanation why 

subsequent requests were ignored, but we have updated docs now.   

• Murdo has his house up for sale, looking to move away from the area – licensee?   

Action:  Investigate what’s required to become a licensee.      Steve 

• Fed back on members handbook regarding bar 

 

 

 

 

 

11.0 Chairman’s report 

1. Coronavirus  

a. Committee discussion & message to members on return to flying for instructor currency & solo 

flying for pilots living in Aberdeenshire. The cost of 2 of the 3 required flights for instructors will 

be covered by the club. 

b. Puchacz, Perkoz & KH returned to flight risks 27/2/21 

c. Worked with Alastair Mutch on update of SGA covid guidance following First Minister’s 

announcement of 9/3/21 - approved by Sportscotland 12/3/21 

d. Produced report using Glidex flying data for use by CFI/DCFI in review of currency analysis for 

return to flying 

2. Fleet 

a. Eurofox 

i. Higher capacity battery fitted which has improved ability to work around starting issue. 

Decision to replace worn gearbox propshaft & slipper clutch following discussions with 2 

other clubs experiencing identical issues. Waiting on parts - anticipated cost ~£1800 

ii. Brake pads replaced with harder material items – no noticeable degradation of braking 

capability – hopefully will last longer 

b. Perkoz II 

i. Instrument panel design agreed with Allstar – each instrument individually selectable to 

either battery retained. Awaiting updated quote 

ii. Discussions on potential to only pay UK VAT on final instalment with German VAT already 

being paid on previous ones 

c. SD replacement windscreen ordered 

 

Discussion:  Getting the CofA will be more complex than for LVO, as it will be a UK CofA.  There is a lot of 

paperwork and the CAA are still finding their way.  We will be following Portmoak, so can learn from them. 

 

Action:  get energy absorbing cushions materials to Allstar      Roy 



3. Miscellaneous 

a. Payment of landing fees in the Grob by students – modified agreement with syndicate to be 

drafted/ agreed and general rules on fees for based aircraft for multiple flights in a day to be 

published. Discussion within committee on critical need for club to maintain access to a 

motorglider to be able to issue SPLs 

b. Club members handbook - awaiting final inputs prior to publication of new version 

c. 3 trees to NE to be felled as a priority identified & tenant farmer advised at Estate’s request. 

Alpine Tree Care will hopefully carry out the work prior to 26th April at a cost of £450. 

d. Terms & Conditions for Airfield Assistants Alistair Cunningham & Kieren MacGregor discussed & 

agreed with them after approval by Treasurer & CFI/DCFI. Start date envisaged 3rd May. Kieren will 

stay in the Clubhouse – Alistair has not yet made a decision 

e. Idea floated of organising a coaching week like Denbigh is doing with G Dale – to be discussed 

f. BGA agreed to pre-project study of online training record system to define specification & 

budget. Working with Neil Shaw & Nick Norman. Neil has produced a prototype which will be 

demonstrated to Pete Stratten, Mike Fox & Colin Sword in the next few weeks. Formal steering 

committee with members from a few representative clubs to be setup once go ahead given 

g. Wave season 2021 – enquiries tricking in and added to provisional list. Working with Neil Shaw to 

update online wave season booking system 

h. Enquiry to membership on those that would be affected by 5700kg medical declaration 

requirements as requested by BGA 

i. Liaison with BGA re Roy Wilson Royal Aeroclub award 

j. SPL/ currency survey carried out 

i. 40 responses 

ii. 12 already have an SPL/LAPL(s) 

iii. 6 not yet qualified but aim to apply before 8/12/21 

iv. 2 not yet qualified and likely to apply after 8/12/21 

v. 17 already qualified and intend to apply before 8/12/21 

k. Attended Regional CFI conference 

l. Engineers’ licenses 

i. After much lobbying, Alan Middleton now has his licence restored enabling him to sign-off 

the Pawnees 

ii. The CAA finally responded on the reasons they rejected my and Roy Wilson’s applications. 

Documentation being updated & will submit again 

m. Decision to cancel April Inter-club league but delay decision for Aboyne event in late June or July 

until nearer the time 

n. Discussion in committee & decision to award John Dransfield & Iain Donnelly life social 

membership in recognition of their contributions to the Club over many years, following their 

decision to stop flying 

o. 2021 Tug diaries purchased 

p. Ted Lys award applications for contribution towards assistant instructor courses for Alistair 

Cunningham & Kieren Macgregor reviewed and endorsed 

q. Issue of webcam page not updating following changes by our web hosting company resolved 

following collaboration between Dave Ellis, Neil Shaw & Bob Farthing 

r. 2020 Accounts – agreed approach & depreciation of assets with Stephen Whybrow 

s. BGA guidance on expedition sites reviewed – BC/DI/GH to review and make recommendations 

 

Mark Recht 

Chairman 

 

 

 



 

12.0 Junior Development Report 

 

NTR 

 

 

13.0 Restart of flying 

 

Instructor flying for currency and solo flying for has restarted for Aberdeenshire based members has restarted. 

The next significant date will be the 26th April when it’s expected Scotland will move to Covid Level 3 

restrictions and driving instruction will restart.  It’s expected that all members will be able to attend the club, 

and flight instruction can restart.   

Discussion:  Portmoak are being more bullish, but the view of DGC is that the 26th remains the key date for 

opening up further with social distancing, cleaning etc. 

Intention is that trial flights won’t start on the 26th.   

Discussion:  Alistair and Keiran will be under-utilised except for towing.  It was queried why we wouldn’t 

restart trial flights at the same time?  The reason is that we want to prioritise members flying ahead of trial 

flights and that we are not allowed under current rules to give “pleasure” flights but can give instructional 

flights.  From 17th May we will be allowed to mix indoors.  At that point it’s felt we will be able to give trial 

flights.  Regardless, the intent is to restart trial flights as soon as we can while remaining in the rules. 

Note: subsequent to the meeting, the Scottish Government allowed unrestricted travel within Scotland from the 

16th April enabling solo flying for all members. 

 

14.0 Flight Training Capacity 

Key recommendations from the sub-committee are: 

 

• Start the day at 9am, aiming to get the training glider on-line by 09:30. This to be the focus at the start of 

the day for all members. 

• Training aircraft always at front of hangar & out quickly. 

• Revised Slots:  09:40 –10:30; 10:30 -12:30; 12:30 -13:30; 13:30 -15:30; 15:30 – 17:30. The short slots are 

intended for check-flights/circuits. 

• Honour the slots as advertised, but need to retain some flexibility (bookings are flying order).  Ad-hoc 

flying in the two seaters is lower priority.  If people turn up wanting instruction and they haven’t booked, 

they only fly when booked lessons are completed 

• Prioritise training flying, training aircraft takes priority at launch, but with the proviso that students must 

also be ready to go and reinforcing the requirement to turn up to set-up and stay to pack-up. 

• Limit number of training slots that can be booked per month to make booking more equitable 

o Max 2 training slots per month, cannot book more than 1 month in advance, 1 slot/day 

o slots not booked on Friday 12:00 are open to all with no restriction on numbers, but still no more 

than 1/day.   

o Slots left unbooked on the day are open to anyone.  



• Limit solo 2 seater soaring flight time (1 hour unless no-one waiting on aircraft) 

• Limit Learn to Fly recruitment, run an LtF waiting list. 

o Have flexibility to book in LtF members for mid-week flying – they can join & fly midweek, but not 

weekends 

o See if we can put together concentrated 1 week training courses.  Can be mix of LtF and regular 

members.  DI and GH both keen, willing to commit to a couple of weeks thru summer in advance, 

but discussion concluded “lets see if we can set it up, but don’t advertise it” 

• Manage Expectations of students 

o 2 flights (or 1 long flight), not 2 hours  

o Weather may get in the way, slot times are to be honoured (not length) 

o Turn up to set up, or lose your slot 

o Stay to pack up – repeated failure means others take priority 

o Be ready or lose your launch. 

• Encourage mid-week flying – next agenda item 

 

We also intend to initiate a short morning briefing (09:30) and that on poor weather days ground school 

activities be organised. These two need a bit of prep and discussion with the instructor group (10th April 

meeting). 

 

 

Discussion:  This will require more discipline than we’re used to, doesn’t allow for an instructor lunch-break.  

How will we manage slippage (e.g. a single seater launching ahead of an instruction flight?    It was agreed the 

bookings should be viewed as a running order, not fixed times, and this would cater for slippage and allow 

flexibility to take a break. 

 

Action:  Discuss at instructors meeting         Steve/David 

Action:  After instructors meeting, circulate a note to members describing the revised arrangements Steve 

 

Note:  following further feedback at the instructors meeting, the proposals were modified slightly to address the 

issues raised here. 

 

  



 

15.0 Organisation of mid week flying 

 

Discussion points from training capacity sub-committee: 

 

• Alistair and Keiran can tow for any self-authorising pilots, but cannot authorise trial flights.  The number of 

days we can run mid-week is therefore entirely dependent on the number of instructors that are willing to 

volunteer mid-week. 

 

• Full week courses are seen as a good idea,  but again dependant on instructors volunteering. 

 

• Evening flying is very efficient way to train members – we can get a lot of flights in, as there is no need to 

deal with single seaters. 

 

Action:  Seek volunteers for mid-week, full week and evening flying at the instructors meeting, 10th April. 

            David/Mark 

 

16.0 Any other business 

 

• Ian Symon will present a report to the committee on an electric charging point for vehicles.  No action – 

await report.   

 

• Steven Whybrow requested support to get the potholes in the road fixed, cost £290.  Approved. 

Action:  Fix potholes.          Stephen W 

 

• Weighing trial flight customers as a matter of course was raised.   

Discussion:  over and under-weight passengers is a safety issue and if out of W&B invalidates insurance.  

While it’s generally possible to judge a persons weight sufficient to know if it may be an issue, singling out 

particular people may be awkward. 

Action:  Weigh trial flight customers as a matter of course.      All  



Action:  Add to the standard trial flight briefing e-mail that “for your own safety we will weigh you before you 

can fly”              ? 

Action:  Buy some better, digital scales with a remote read-out (so we don’t have to stand over the customer 

looking at the scales)            ? 

 

 

 

16.0 Next Meeting 

Saturday 8th May, 19:00, Zoom 


